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NERA Economic Consulting

-

Firmof about 500 professionalswith 10 offices in U.S.
and six offices abroad
Extensiveexperienceassisting public and prhrate
groups with regard to emissionstrading programs,
including Acid Rain. RECLAIM, NOX SIP Call and most
recently EU programfor CO2

Regional Haze Regulations

-

1. Clarify emissionstrading and the nature of its

potential gains
Provide lessonsfrom experiencein previous
emissions trading programs
3. Outline the major features of a trading program
for regional haze

2.

I

Notethat we do not consider how the overall
capbudget should be set
4.

Identify next steps in decidingwhether to
pursue the emissions trading option

EPA Proposed Rule provides regulatory framework and
guidelines for BART
EPAsupports use of a regionaltrading program instead
of source-by-source BART determination

--

w Flexibility to find and to choose the lowest
cost means for reducing emissions
m Allows plants to transfer emission reductions
from relatively high cost plants to lower cost
plants

Environmentalgains
- Emission budget must achieve greater

-

visibility progress than BART
"Cap" provides greater certainty that the
visibility progress actually will take place

w Works only when costs differ among plants

m Economic gains
- Cost savings from trading (relativeto uniform

w Assumes requirement to reduce emissions
and effective enforcement

- Dynamic incentives to develop cost-effective

"commandand-control" approach)
technologies

w Each facility has three major options
1. Reduce to level set by initial allocation
("standard")
2. Reduce more and sell allowances
3. Reduce less and buy allowances

w The additional options (2 and 3) translate
into lower overall cost of meeting the cap
Key reason: facilities differ in the marginal
costs of reducing emissions
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Buyer of allowance gains $1,000

-

Face higher costs of control
Gain $1,000 from buying allowance ($2,000) rather than
reducing(53,000)

Seller of allowance gains $1,500

-

-

Have lower costs of control
Galn $1,500 from selling allowance ($2,000) that only
costs $500 to "produce"

Sum: Overall gain of $2,500 split between buyer
and seller

Plrnl I("Low Cost")

Plant 11 ("High Cost")

Full trading is more complicated; but this simple
example illustratesthe basic nature of the gains and
their split betweenbuyersand sellers

I.

SO,Allowance Trading (Acid Rain Program)

2.

Most prominent program

RECWM NO, and SO, Trading Programs

3.

Illustrate how to include multiple sectors

Northeast NO, Budget Program

-

Illustrates how to include multipk states

Note: all are "cap-and-trade" programs

-

Other trading programs include credit-basedprograms and
emissions averaging programs.

on SO2 e m i s s i o n s from electric
generating plants

H National c a p

H Best known emission trading program
H Widely regarded as success and prototype

H Phase

for other programs
H

I:1995-1999

- Cap reduced emissions by 3.5 million tons per year

- 263 largest emitters

Program to reduce SO2 emissions from
existing electric generating plants

H Phase

2: 2000-

- Cap reduced emissions by about 9 million tons per
H Passed in 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments

year

- Covers virtually
ERA
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all generating units
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H Active Market for SO2 Allowances

H Cost savings may not materialize

-

Regulated utilities incentives?
Allowances not "properly right"
EPA oversight?
H Environmental effects may be perverse
Adverse effects on the Northeast
- No constraints on trading
H Administrative costs may be excessive
Experiencewith EPA ET programs
- New program

-

Generators did trade allowances
Restructuring in some states helped

in Phase 1
Use of scrubbers lead to "overcontrol"

H B a n k i n g Substantial

-

-

not perverse
Modeling suggests no increase in Northeast air
pollution due to trading

H Environmental performance

-

-

costs not excessive
Evidence suggests costs of setting up and
administering the program have been modest

H Administrative

NERA
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SO2U w a n c e Prices 193-2003

Estimatingcost savings complicated
- Equivalent "command and control"

Cap-and-trade program developed at the same
time as nationalacid rain program

regulations?
More complex than acid rain trading
H

MIT careful study includingall sources of
cost savings

- NOx and SO2
- Many sectors, notjust electric generators
- Two trading zones, coastal and inland

- Spatialflexibility in Phase 1 and Phase 2
- Temporal flexibility (banking)
H

- Detailed allocation formulas

Some evidence of overcontrol in Phase 1
that reduced savings somewhat

Did not include banking, creating problems in
2000 when prices increasedsubstantially

RECLAIM NO, Emissionsand R X Snpply, 1994-2000 (tonslyear)
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Power plants separatedtemporarilyfrom
RECW M

Price exceeded "trigger price" of
$15,000 per ton

I

Power plants pay mitigationfee

I

White Paper to evaluate causes
Major cause: increaseddemand by
electric generationsources

-

I
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Fees used to reduce emissions

Power plants must submit complianceplans
Temporary credit programs for mobile and area
sources

Cost-effectivecontrol options exist
(e.g., SCR) but cannot be installed
quickly

N!Ecmu,

$15,000 per ton

I

HaUnh4.W-

m Uncertaintyover allowance prices under

Providecapand-tradeflexibility to reduce NOx

cap-and-trade program
Mitigation fee similar to "safety valve"
recommendedto avoid price spikes
Prices have declined and compliance
plans have been submitted
Too early to determine full effects of the
changes

-

I

Covers summer (May-September)emissions
Three phases, two with caps

-

I

emissions limited ("flow control")

Considered different requirementsfor
different days within the summer
- No practical option

Phase 2: 5 5 6 5 percent reduction

I

Requirementsdiffer within the region
ec-

- Banking permitted, but use of banked

I

- Phase 3: 65-75 percent reduction

NERA

EPA Model Rule
- Provides template for trading program
- Allocation by states

Power plants
Other largestationarysources
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Market Price Index for the OTC NOx Budget Program

D

Cost savings
- Estimated at 30 percent

1. Economic performance

2. Environmentalperformance

3. Initial allocation and "equity"

Market participation high
- Eight states participated
- 15 percent of allowancedtraded

4. Trading flexibility with banking

5. Enforcement and monitoring

Environmentalperformance good

- Emissions reduced
- No evidence of "wrong-waytrades"
IE A c
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Trading has enhanceaCnot compromised-achievement of environmental goals

Cap-and-tradeprograms have loweredthe
cost of meeting environmental goals

m
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Best evidence is * 50% cost savings in SO, acid
rain program(relative to no trading)

Automatic "offset" for high-cost situations
instead of relaxed emissions standards

Significant trading in other programs
implies cost savings
Evidence of some impetus for technological
innovation (e.g., scrubber technology)
No evidence of excessive administrative
costs

Banking accelerates emission reductions
Flexibility facilitates consensus on
demanding environmental goals

I

Clear allocations critical to success

-

Must know "whereyou start"
Allow for efficient markets to develop

Contentious and difficult becauseallowances have
substantial value
Many different allocationmethodsapplied, but
without perceptibleeffect on economic or
environmentalperformance
Allowance allocation can address equity and
political concerns that arise in adoption and
implementation

Environmental integrity critical to success

Temporal flexibility is undervalued but
important
H

Accurate emissions monitoring
- Continuous emissions monitors (CEMs)for large

Provides incentive for early reductions in
phased-in programs

sources

- Flexibilityfor lower cost options for smaller
H

H

Provides flexibility in dealing with sourcespecific adjustment costs and unexpected
cost shocks

sources (RECWM)

Significant penaltiesfor cheating

-

1. Emissionstrading has been successful in
2.
3.

4.

5.

Provide for "true up" period

RECLAIM'S NO, experience illustrates
importance of temporal trading

CAIR

reducingthe cost of meeting emissions targets
Emissions trading has enhancedachievement
of environmentalgains
Acceptable initial allocations can be set without
impairing cost saving and environmental
objectives
Bankinghas played a major rule in improving
the economic and environmentalperformance
of emissionstrading
Accurate monitoringand enforcement are
critical to the integrity of the programs

-

Providesfor interstatecapand-trade programs for NOx
and SO2

Mercury Rule

-

-

Providesfor interstatecapand-trade programfor
mercury
Caveat: concern for "hot spots" in potential litigation

EU Emissions Trading Scheme

-

Establishes a EU-wide capand-trade programfor C02

Successful examples suggest emissionstrading is a
promising approach
But, details matter1
Need to consider specific features of a programfor regional
haze

-

I
I

Specific elements identified and organized
- Like performancerelative to technology-orientedapproach
for a$ relevant sources
- Note: the presentaUondoes not consider the level d the cap,
but rather how to design and implementa tradingprogram to
achieve whateverw p is JUmately set

Exlsting Information

-

EPA oreamble in final ReaionalHaze rule lJuiv
. - 1999,.
Western RegionalAir Partnership (WRAP) backstopMarket
Trading Proporal (August 2003)
- CENRAP EmissionsTrading Subgroup (February 2005)

I
I

1.

2

3.

ThresholdFeatures

- F.CIII1h. 1hM.d
- Smu hs1ud.d
- Opt+ possibllii*I
- CWb&.1 and tlmlw
DesignFeatures
- Inlhlalb.llon
- Trdlw ru1.r
- "Hot .pot.- T h w
- B."kM
- S.t.Iy".t".
bnplmn.ntation Futures
- Monltorlnphrportlnp
- Trr*l"#"g!st,-,
- Truup perlad
- Mmplhnu
-- EFmg.m.udn
nforurn.nVP.n.nh.

States to be included

- Cost savings greater with more states
- Some elements (e.g., allocation) can differ
among states
- Geographic differencesamong sources more
important with larger trading area

Use of "model rule" can reducethe
administrative costs to states of
participating

Emissioncaplbudget is limit on totai emlssionsfor sources in the
program
- S.t separately for each m,wRh totai u p &pending upon whkh
states partlcipate
- May twhnicai and bgai irrws relatedto setling the u p and
d.tennining its thing (insiudinp"progress" mibstonas)
Technical considerations include
BART technoiogks and *fhctive~ss
- Growth projections
- EmbionsIdlsp8nionm d i n p
Legal considerationsinclude
- EPAfortkomlngwsponsato court remand relatedto 2ML2 American
Corn Growerr v. EPA decisioninvalidatingEPA method of determining

-

- W W response to February 2005 CEEO v. EPA decision dwlarlng
WRAP determilutionof u p invalid undu American Corn
Level and timing of overaii cap are importantconsiderationsbut
they are not the focus of this presentation

BART-eligiblesources

-

26 soecific source cateoories listed under CAA
- Constructedlplacedin operation between August 1962 and
August 1977 and potentiai to emit 250 tons or more of
visibility-impairing pollutant

NonBART-eligIblesources

-

-

Sources includedto achieve "reasonable progress"
E.o.. WRAP includes facilitks with SO2 emissions 100+ tons
(subjectto care-by-case review) and new sources with
potentiaito emit 100+ tons
Caveat: accurate measurementltrackingnecessary

Caveat: inclusion not requiredif installed BART andlor
source included in CAR

-

But.

o Emissionrmquimmntscan Inmom strlnpnt than BART
0 CAIR does not applyto facilities in Western states

Opt-incandidates

-

Beyondthose includedspecifically (BART-eligibleand
linkedto "reasonable progress" requirement)
Should Influence regional haze to be considered

Gains from allowing opt-in
1. Environmentalgains if require"contribution to the
environment" to opt In
o Caveat: want to avoid "anyway reductions." i.e..
reductions that would have occurred without opt-In

2. Cost saving gains from introduction of additional
credits

Typically the most contentiouselement

-

Allocation of shares of fixed cap a "mro sum game"
But sometimes confusedwith ratting overaii ca e g
controversiesin Europe over Member State NABS\ ' .'

State leeway to determinefor in-statefacilities

-

Differentformulas amongstates generallydo not affect the
success (e.g.. cost savings) of the program
Some complications could affect programperformance (e.g..
new source set asides, updating)

Followingslides provide informationon:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Basic choices
Difference betweenfacility allocation and control decision
Set asides and early action credits
Other complications relatedto allocations

Won

allocation alternatives

Marginal
Ababment
Cost C u m

f

Allocation

I

Controlled
Emissions

UPucl or atha Inputs D C a p i t y
Market
Allowance
Price

Barline
Emissions

/

I

CO, Emissions

Set asidas

-

Take same of the cap and use far specific circumstances
Frequentlyu u d for new sources
0

-

WRAP hK1Ud.S a M SOWI. "I-tId~d
both I*I sowsu and for
ubW s o u t h a I n c n u . t h t cwrlty

Doas not a h c t th. overallu p , but does docmas* the number of
allowancesallocated to d i m t participants
Early action credits
Providw allowancesfor reductionsinfore the up-and-tndw prwnm
begins
o W W lnsiudue r h nductbn bmu alla-s
(belafioaest.blbhd
In t h plm) fmm 2001 to t h proprm trlwpr year
- Eariy adon cmdb cruta bankmdallowancesthat u n be u r d to
m t requimnmnts
Incrusss th. overallu p (whenthe programtakes e h t )
P r d u r e s need to in dwvel0p.d to ansurathat th. a e d b nprawnt
"mimductions," ir.,mductionsfrom businessas-usualmissions

-

Two different allocationlevels...

-

...but facility emissions levels are the same

-

Note, however, that the distributional effects are
very different!
iERA
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Inter-pollutanttrading
- Tentatively not allowed in WRAP

Various other issues can arise in determiningthe
initial allocation of allowances

-

Trading across stateslgeography

Allocations to nonemitters

-

E.g.. "Indirect emissions", "Sky Trust"

Relationshipto other programs

-

Renewableprograms, energy efficiency programs

I
I

-

-

Changes over time in allocation choices

-

iERA
EDIDICDI*

o (2 Overlay of statespecific controls may be better means
ojdealing with hot spots than restrictions or trading ratios

Interactionwith CAlR

E.g.. Publlc Utility Commission decisions on electricity
rates and "opportunity costs" of using "free" allowances
-52-

Consider whether to includegeographic differences
(e.g., trading ratios depending on distance from Class I
areas)
Caveats:
o (1) need t o keep system relatively simple t o avoid high
transactions costs (and no trading)

E.g., shift in percentageof auctioned allowances

Other changes
- tied to allocations

-

Possibility if equivalence(visibility effects) can be
determined

NERA

Comingling of trading programs7
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Relatedto geographic restrictionson trading
Trigger mechanismfor source-specific BART if
visibilitv at a articular Class 1 area is exceeded

-

.

.

"Certification of impairment" by federal land manager
or state if visibility goals not met
Existing element i n EPA's 1980 rulemaking provides
precedent for this approach

rigger would constrain the market and thus
potentially reduces cost savings
-

Allows facilities to use excess allowances to
cover emissions in future years

Useful t o clarify need for source-specific BART as soon
as possible
Mechanisms for early warnin include public meetings
to share information o n p o s s i l e concerns early In the
implementation (WRAP)

Represents a maximum value for the price per ton
- Set to provideprotection against unlimitedallowance prices.
which can exceed the value of reductions
- Revenue can be usedto obtain emission reductions
elsewhere (e.g., South Coast Clean Air Investment Fund)
Allows for increases i n emissions beyond the cap
- Caveat: if revenues usedto acquire emission reduction
credits
Differs from penalty
- Set on basis of "value" of emissionreductions
- No civil libility/onus attachedto exceedences
Differs from "bigger review"
- E.g.. South Coast RECLAIMsets pice of $15,000 per ton,
which triggers a reviewof the program

Account Representative
- Selection of Account Representativewith authority to submit
legally binding information
Quarterly and annual emissions reports
- Include infwmationon emissionsand allowances heldlused
- Submittedwithin period (e.g.. 30 days of end of quarter M
complianceyear
m Allowance Transfers
- Submit relevant informationon purchasedsales(e.g.. serial
numbers, names, dates)
- Use of allowances bankedin previousyears
m Compliance Report
- Submit within certain period(e.g.. 80 days) to show that
allowances heldare equal to M greater than emissions

-

Provides environmentaVeconomic gains

Flow controls possible

-

1

-

-

Limits number of banked allowances that can be used
o n 1:l basis
Beyond limit, some ratio required (e.g., 2:l)
WRAP prohibits use of banked allowances for final
compliance year (2018)

Consider whether flow controls necessary to
avoid excessive emissions in a single year

(

Monitoringactual emissionscan be done with different
techniques but different costs
- Continuousmissionmonitors(CEMs).m o d costly
- Mau balance
- Fmlmet.rs
Required monitwing techniques
- Usefulto allow bss costlyt=hnlqur for smaller sources
- E.I.. WRAP ailowsfw some hxibllity for nonPart75soums
Monitorino Plan
- Clarifymethodand accuracy of monitwing infomulion
- S;bu
to initialurtinution and nurtiflution to validateaccuracy
Substitute data procedures
- Requirdto provid. fw mblndinvalld data
- Typically r.quir. useof nuximm conc8ntntionlRowrat. values

Tracking system for ownership and
transactions
Registry to provide information on
emission allowances held by individual
facilities subject to the cap-and-trade
program
- Include opt-in sources

Basic requirement: hold allowances (by end of
true-up period) equal to or greater than total
emissions (as monitoredlreported)
Based upon data providedto program
administrator

m Provide period after the complianceyear
to allow for purchaseslsales

m Typically 60-90 days
m Avoids end-of-year problems

- Inadvertent non-compliance
- Run up (or run down) in price because of

1. Monitoring data
2. Compliance account balance

m Allowances (serial numbers) retired based upon

excess of buyers (or sellers)

relevantemissions

Programreviewslauditsprovideopportunitiesto
review performance

Net debit (after true up) triggers penalties

-

Emissions greater than allowances held

-

-

m Penalties can include two types

-

1. "Make up" debits with some ratio (e.g., 2:l)
2. Financialpenalty (e.g., $5,000 per ton)

Caveat: audit should not "second guess"
technologylcontrol choices

-

Recordedlenforced by agency
administering the program

EtW__mII
RA

Environmental performance
Administrative considerations
Cost savings achieved

Interferencewith market choiceswould undermine the
trading program

1 Part of ongoing effort to make sure that

Could involve civil liability

"performance equals promise"

-62-

1.

2.

Consider any general issuedconcerns with use of emissions
trading for regional haze

- Any semnl concerns?
- LlsmrkfIOut?
Develop background information for the specific region
- Distributionof sources and potantial for "hot spob"
- Nunb.rlcharad.ristics of nfmvant sources
-

Likely c o s t 4 h c t b m u var*Honr (and thus gains from unissions
trading)
Likely rnon~~ingladminlstratl~
costs (rebtivr to BART1oth.r
COntrOlS~
Develop evidence to decide whether emissions trading would be
desirable
Likely visibility protutlon
Likelycost savings
Likely administrative costs (or savings)

-

I

3.

-

NERA
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AMERICAN FOREST & PAPER ASSOCIATION
GROWING WITH AMERICA SINCE 1861

0

January 3 1,2006
Lydia Wegman
US EPA
Director, Air Quality Strategies & Standards Division
Mail Code: C504-0 1
Research Triangle Park, NC 2771 1

Re: AF&PA Comments on EPA's November 28,2005 Draft "Guidance for Setting
Reasonable Progress Goals Under the Regional Haze Program"
Dear Ms Wegman:
The American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) appreciates the opportunity to
submit these comments on EPA's draft guidance on reasonable progress goals under the
Regional Haze Program.
The American Forest & Paper Association ("AF&PA") is the national trade association
of the forest, paper and wood products industry. AF&PA represents more than 200 companies
and related associations that engage in or represent the manufacture of pulp, paper, paperboard
and wood products. The forest products industry accounts for approximately seven percent of
total U.S. manufacturing output, employs 1.1 million people, and ranks among the top ten
manufacturing employers in 42 states. AF&PA member companies own and operate kraft paper
and pulp mills which make up one of the industrial categories enumerated under BART. In
addition, many AF&PA members utilize large boilers to generate steam utilized in mill
operations and to generate electricity for their own use and to sell to the grid. AF&PA and its
members have, therefore, a direct interest in how the regional haze program is implemented by
states.
Our hndamental concern with EPA's draft guidance centers on its potential to restrict a
states ability to fashion the most effective regional haze program for the unique geographic, air
shed, political, and economic conditions within its borders. EPA's final BART rule made clear
that BART was not a program to impose a certain level of control on certain selected sources,
but rather was part of a larger strategy to make progress toward visibility goals. Accordingly, any
State that wanted to substitute other control measures for case by case BART controls would be
allowed to do this as long as greater visibility progress would result. EPA has specifically
recommended relying on CAIR or other cap and trade programs as substitutes for case by case
BART to the extent they can pass the visibility improvement test.

EPAYsproposed guidance, however, barely mentions such innovative, win-win
approaches. Indeed, it downplays the need to achieve air quality results, in the form of
reasonable progress toward visibility protection goals - and instead emphasizes the automatic
installation of controls, even when they are not needed to achieve reasonable progress. The
comments filed by the Utility Air Regulatory Group, which we endorse, document this shift of
position in detail and explain why it conflicts with both the statute and EPA's implementing
regulations.
Because of this misplaced emphasis, the draft guidance strongly suggests - contrary to
the rules it supposedly interprets - that case by case BART is legilly required. That approach is
bad law and bad policy. The state is the best judge ofthe most cost effective way to meet their
specific state requirements under the regional haze rule given the specific conditions in that state.
This guidance should not limit the discretion of the states beyond the broad latitude which was
provided in t k final BART rule.
1. CAIR or Other On-the-Way Controls may Meet the Reasonable Progress Goal for Some
Class I Areas
Overall, the guidance seems to assume that the emissions reductions expected by 201 8
under existing regulations will be insufficient to meet reasonable progress goals. The document
focuses on the decision criteria necessary to justify the installation of emission controls on
BART-eligible sources, as though controlling all such sources were legally required. However,
modeling results obtained by the RPOs indicate that emission reductions due to implementation
of the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) and other ofithe-way controls will achieve reasonable
progress goals for many Class I areas for the 2018 compliance period.
EPA has previously acknowledged in rulemaking preambles that CAIR or other ofitheway regulatory controls may satisfy reasonable progress goals for some Class I areas. EPA
should reaffirm that position explicitly stated in the current guidance.
2. Cap and Trade Plans Need to be Encouraged
AF&PA believes that an emissions trading program, especially a trading program that
brings non EGU facilities into the CAIR program, promises to be the most cost effective means
for states to make any additional emissions reductions required for reasonable progress goals.
While EPA endorses such trading, many questions remain as to how such a program would
actually work.
AF&PA is working with the Midwest Ozone Group to develop a white paper to help
assist those states interested in trading as an optional means of compliance with the rule. The
draft EPA guidance on reasonable progress goals needs to endorse the concept of trading at a
minimum. Ideally, EPA should also be able to promise to assist interested states by using the
expertise of the EPA Clean Air Markets Program to help sort out the details ofa workable cap
and trade program

This guidance should do more to promote state use of cap and trade programs even
though it may not be the right place to address detailed questions about their design. For
example, Section 1.3, 2ndparagraph, lStsentence might be revised to read, "The LTS is the
compilation of all control measures, including trading, and is the principal vehicle through which
the State will meet the RPGs." And Section 2.2, (c)(ii) could be revised to read, "Available
measures, including trading, for the sources and source categories that contribute significantly
7,

If the EPA guidance on reasonable progress goals is forwarded to the states prior to the
publication of the Final Alternatives to BART Rule, currently expected to be signed in February
or March 2006, accompanying language with the document should note that the Alternatives to
BART Rule will provide additional information from EPA on how emissions trading may satisfy
the requirements ofthe Regional Haze Rule.

3. BART-eligible Sources Do Not Need to be Controlled if Greater Contribution to
Reasonable Progress Goals can be Obtained by Controlling Other Sources
Section 5.0 states "In the case of BART, Congress identified a specific class of sources
that may have been grandfathered from review, and for which an appropriate retrofit emission
limitation must be determined." This sentence, along with language in other sections of the
draft, suggests that there is a need to control specific classes of sources. As we have noted, such
"top-down" guidance for BART implementation was withdrawn from the final rule.
While a BART analysis may be required for BART sources, there is not a requirement to
control those sources unless the state determines those reductions are required as part of its plan
to meet its regional haze goal. In other words, those BART sources need not be controlled if
CAIR or other controls make the reductions unnecessary for reaching reasonable progress goals
in 2018, or if controls on other sources in the state prove to be more cost effective for
compliance. We recommend the sentence identified above from Section 5.0 and other similar
language be revised to make plain that though BART assessment is a necessary part of the SIP,
control of such sources is only one alternative among many for meeting reasonable progress
goals.
4. Section 5.6 Narrows the Scope of Energy and Nonair Quality Environmental Impacts
Section 5.6 discusses the examination of potential energy and nonair quality
environmental impacts that states must consider when deciding whether controls are reasonable
for a particular facility. The Section seems to narrow the scope of inquiry to impacts that are
"significant or unusual." Such terminology regarding this statutory factor for BART compliance
is absent from the final BART Rule and should not be included in guidance from EPA on this
analysis.
5. No Documentation on the Definition of "Reasonable" as Used in this Guidance

Section 4.0 states "...the State should adopt a rate of progress greater than the uniform
rate of progress if this is found to be reasonable according to the statutory factors." Such

guidance implies that EPA defines "reasonable" progress to include a mandate for controls on
every source that makes it through an analysis of the statutory factors to be considered for BART
sources. This means that even if controls are not needed for compliance with the regional haze
rule, they should be applied anyway.
Contrary to the implications of the language discussed above, Section 4.2 states that, "A
minimum strategy could simply address controls expected from already promulgated or soon to
be promulgated State and federal rules." AF&PA believes that the statement from Section 4.2
has it right. The Regional Haze Rule mandates compliance with the Clean Air Act goal of
natural visibility in all Class I areas in the U.S. by 2064, unless that proves economically or
socially impractical. The rule was not developed as an excuse to install controls beyond what is
necessary for meeting the goal of the regional haze rule. Such guidance from EPA seems clearly
unjustified.
Please feel free to contact Glynn Rountree at (202) 463-2762 or
Glvnn rountree@afandpa.org with any questions that you may have on these comments.

Sincerely,

Timothy G. Hunt
Senior Director, Air Quality Programs

cc:

William Harnett, EPA
Kathy Kaufman, EPA
Todd Hawes, EPA
Brenda Johnson, EPA
Michele Notarianni, EPA
Sheila Holman, North Carolina Div. of Air Quality
Brock Nicholson, North Carolina Div. of Air Quality
Pat Brewer, VISTAS Technical Coordinator
Renee Shealy, South Carolina Deparhnent of Health and Environmental Control

SUBMITTED ELECTRONICALLY
September 16,2005

Comments of the American Forest & Paper Association on EPA's
Proposed Revisions to the Regional Haze Regulations to Facilitate
BART Compliance through Emissions Trading Approaches, 70 Fed.
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I.

Introduction and Summary
On August 1,2005 the Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") published in

the Federal Register proposed amendments to its 1999 "regional haze"" rules, 64 Fed.
Reg. 35714 (July 1,1999), 40 C.F.R. Part 5 1, Subpart P, designed to allow and encourage
compliance with "best available retrofit technology" ("BART") requirements through
alternative approaches based on emissions trading. This proposal follows and builds on
EPA's issuance of final guidelines for setting BART control levels, see 70 Fed. Reg.
39104 (July 6,2005).
The American Forest & Paper Association ("AF&PA"), the trade association of
the forest products industry, has a vital interest in this issue, since both "kraft pulp mills"
and "fossil-fuel boilers of more than 250 British thermal units per hour heat input" are
included in the twenty-six categories of sources subject to BART requirements.
AF&PA represents more than 250 companies and related associations that engage
in or represent the manufacture of pulp, paper, paperboard and wood products. The forest
products industry accounts for more than eight percent of total U.S. manufacturing

output, employs 1.5 million people and ranks among the top ten manufacturing
employers in 46 States.
AF&PA supports both the Clean Air Act goal of long-term visibility
improvement, and the use of market-based approaches to achieve air quality goals.
Accordingly, we support the goals of EPA's proposal. However, we believe that in two
vital respects, EPA's proposed standards do not provide a foundation for achieving the
full benefits of emissions trading. First, EPA does not provide - as it clearly must - for
accepting emissions reductions under the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) as BART
compliance for industrial sources that are not electric generating units (EGUs). Second,
EPA does not provide a framework to encourage the development of "robust" BART
trading markets that include many sources and thereby encourage the development of
least cost approaches.
We also disagree with EPA's proposal to include all sources in a sector in a
trading program if any are included, and with EPA's proposal for widespread use of Part
75 monitoring. As we explain, these provisions are likely to impose particularly
unreasonable burdens on the smaller units at BART sources.
Our discussion follows.
11.

Major Flaws in EPA's Proposal
A. EPA Must Provide for Accepting CAIR Reductions as BART Compliance for
Non-EGUs as well as for EGUs
Throughout EPA's recent CAIR and BART rulemakings, the agency has

consistently and correctly maintained that BART is not a program designed to impose
specific control requirements on a specific set of sources, but rather a program designed

to make sure that a certain minimum emission reduction occurs as part of the first tenyear plan for "reasonable further progress" (RFP) toward the visibility improvement goal.
Accordingly, EPA will allow states to substitute any other set of emission reductions for
BART as long as the reductions stem from requirements established after the visibility
program's "baseline date" of 2002 and are "better than BART" in terms of visibility
improvement. See, e.g. 70 Fed. Reg. 39142-43. Indeed, the current proposal states that
an RFP plan that provides for "better than BART" reductions can itself make BART
unnecessary. 70 Fed. Reg. 4416 1.
The law does not require the "better than BART" plan to address the same sources
that would be covered by case by case BART controls. Indeed, EPA has expressly
recognized that CAIR reductions could potentially substitute for BART on all sources
subject to BART within a state, including both EGUs and non-EGUs. 70 Fed. Reg.
25301. EPA's recent proposal to accept RFP plans as BART substitutes illustrates the
same point. As EPA recognizes, there is no requirement for an RFP plan to address any
particular set of sources, as long as RFP is the result. See 70 Fed. Reg. 44161-62.
EPA's most recent proposal strongly encourages states to accept CAJR as BART
for EGUs. However, it does not contain one word either explaining that C A R can be
BART for non-EGUs as well, or encouraging states to accept CAIR as BART for nonEGUs, or providing any analysis to support that choice. These omissions are contrary to
the law, to sound policy, and to the facts.
They are contrary to the law for the reasons given above. Since alternative
programs can substitute for BART across the board, EPA has no warrant to restrict
CAR'S BART substitution opportunities to EGUs.

They are contrary to sound policy because inexpensive methods of achieving
environmental goals should always be preferred to expensive methods of achieving them.
EPA recognized when it designed the CAIR rule and restricted its coverage to EGUs that
controls on EGUs are more cost-effective and easier to administer for both sources and
regulatory agencies than controls on non-EGUs. If C A R controls can substitute for
BART on non-EGUs as well as on EGUs, ignoring that opportunity will only steer
control efforts toward non-EGUs and away fiom EGUs, thus increasing both control
costs and administrative burdens for no environmental gain.
Finally, the undisputed facts show that in the vast majority of cases, CAIR
reductions could substitute for BART for non-EGUs as well as for EGUs. EPA has not
analyzed in specific detail the ability of CAIR to substitute for non-EGU BART - that is
one major problem with its proposal. But every analysis EPA has conducted has shown
that in general, the CAIR reductions will produce about twice the visibility benefits of
BART controls on EGUs. See 70 Fed. Reg. 25300,25303; 70 Fed. Reg. 39139-39142.
Emissions from BART-eligible EGUs far exceed emissions from other BART-eligible
sources. Just to pick one example, EPA's final CAIR rule concludes that in the 2010 base
case, SO2emissions from EGUs would be over four times the emissions fiom non-EGU
boilers and turbines, while EGU NO, emissions would be over 150% of the emissions
from these other sources. 70 Fed. Reg. 25214. If CAIR's visibility benefits are indeed
twice those of BART on EGUs, it therefore seems clear that they would also exceed the
benefits of BART on all BART-eligible sources.
To correct this error, AF&PA requests that EPA, in the final rule:

Expressly affirm that CAIR reductions can substitute for BART reductions
from non-EGUs as well as from EGUs, and encourage States to rely on
C A R in that manner. This must include an express amendment of 40 CFR
51.308(e)(4) to refer both to EGUs and non-EGUs being covered by
BART.
Provide supporting analysis, comparable to that provided for EGUs alone
in the C A R rule, showing how strongly the facts support accepting C A R
as BART for both EGUs and non-EGUs, together with guidelines for
States to use in extending the analysis to cases it might not completely
cover.
B. EPA Should Advise States How to Develop a Robust Emissions Trading
Market
Emissions trading approaches will generally provide substantial economic
benefits only if they include a large number of sources. Such broad coverage allows the
best scope for substitutinglow-cost emissions reductions for high-cost reductions, to the
benefit of both the economy and the environment.
EPA's proposal barely mentions this important issue. We urge the Agency to
correct that oversight in the final rule. In particular, we urge EPA to explain how to
integrate the operation of BART trading programs with the operation of trading programs
under CAIR. Since in many BART States CAIR will be both the biggest trading program
and the biggest source of cost-effectivereductions, such integration makes complete
sense. AF&PA would be pleased to work with EPA on this issue.

C. EPA Should Not Require All BART-Eligible Sources in a Sector to
Participate in a Trading System
EPA's current proposal would require States developing trading alternatives to
BART to include in their coverage all BART-eligible sources in a given industrial sector.
EPA apparently believes that without such a requirement, production might shift from
sources whose costs were increased because they were covered by the program to lowercost sources outside it. See proposed §51.308(e)(2)(ii), 70 Fed. Reg. 44173. In an
extension of that logic, EPA also proposes to require States to either include in trading
programs all sources in an industrial sector, or else show that there will be no production
shift &om covered to uncovered sources. See proposed $51.308(e)(2)(vi)(A),70 Fed.
Reg. 44173.
AF&PA sees no reason for either requirement.
In the forest products industry specifically, there is little to no practical chance to
shift production from one mill to another. To be economically viable, mills must operate
near capacity if they are operated at all. Shifts in demand are addressed by opening or
closing mills, not by running an individual mill more or less intensely.
More generally, the requirement seems conceptually unjustified. Under the basic
BART program, not all BART-eligible sources will in fact install BART. For example,
EPA has suggested, based on its own modeling, that a State could properly conclude that
a source that emitted less than 500 tons a year of NO, and SOz combined and was more
than 50 kilometers from a Class I area did not "contribute to visibility impairment" and
therefore was not subject to BART. Sources that were not BART-eligible would of
course be excluded from BART as well.

Those uncontrolled sources would enjoy a cost advantage over controlled sources
even in the absence of trading. Under EPA's logic that could lead to the exact same
production shift that is feared under a trading approach, as production shifted from highcost sources subject to BART to low-cost non-BART sources. Yet the imposition of
"compensating costs" on sources that were not subject to BART to remove their
competitive advantage would clearly be illegal, and EPA's rules do not provide for that
outside the alternative program context.
AF&PA believes that both the law and sound policy require omitting this
provision from the final rule. Instead, any trading program that can be show to be "better
than BART" in terms of visibility improvement should be acceptable, regardless of its
coverage.

D. EPA Should Correct the Problems Its Proposal Will Cause for Smaller
Emissions Units
Under CAA 5 169A (g)(7), BART can only apply to "sources" with the potential
to emit (PTE) more than 250 tons per year of regulated pollutants. However, such sources
ofien have individual emissions units with much smaller PTE that got caught in the mix
because of their construction date. In our industry, such units can include smelt
dissolving tanks, material handling systems, digesters, storage tanks, wastewater
treatment systems, and incinerators.
EPA's statement that all "sources" in a category must be included in a BART
trading program if any are included could be interpreted to mean that all such small units
must be included in any BART trading program that covers any sources in our industry.
That in turn would create major -and we believe, unintended- problems.

Often, it may not be cost-effective to control such small sources. If BART is set
directly for a source, that lack of cost-effectiveness can be considered in the regulatory
process. But when trading is concerned, EPA's proposal encourages States to set the
trading programs baseline by assuming that tight BART limits will apply automatically to
all sources - perhaps including their smaller components.
EPA's proposal also requires Part 75 monitoring for all sources covered by a
trading program. That could mean that smaller emissions units that were automatically
included in a trading program as described above would then be automatically required to
install Part 75 monitoring.
This makes no sense. Even with recent cost-reducing improvements Part 75 CEMs are
very expensive, particularly if they are retrofitted in existing units. Because the costs of
CEMS tend not to decline as much as output or emissions, the cost of CEMs per ton of
emission reduction is much greater for smaller industrial units than for large EGUs.

An example will illustrate this point. In connection with the NOx SIP Call CIBO
estimated the cost of installing a Part 75 CEM on a boiler emitting one ton of NOx per
day, or 365 tons per year, and subject to a 30%, or 110 ton per year, reduction
requirement. The capital cost of the CEM would be $250,000, or $40,000 per year
applying a .16 capital recovery factor. Operating costs would be $45,000 a year, for a
total annual CEM cost of $85,000. That works out to $770 per ton of NOx reduction in
monitoring costs alone.
We see no justification for such a counterproductive requirement for CEMs. Indeed,
EPA, to enforce its own regulations, typically requires CEMS only for the very largest
units.

We fully agree that every emissions control rule needs monitoring requirements that
cannot be gamed, that quantify emissions with the precision and accuracy that the
underlying program requires, and that will catch deliberate violations. We also
understand that a cap and trade program requires the ability to quantify annual emissions
so as to determine compliance with the program. However, Part 75 CEMS are not the
only way to satisfy these conditions. Where CEMs are not required, NOx emissions can
be adequately determined by source verified emission factors and fuel usage.'
For a large unit, where a small percentage change in emissions translates to an emissions
difference of many tons, the small accuracy gains from CEM use may be justified. But
for smaller units, where the annual difference will be measured in single digits, the extra
cost of achieving that gain could be prohibitive. For example, if we assume, in the
example given above, that CEMs would correct an emissions reduction overestimate of
four tons a year that would have occurred if emission factors and fuel usage were relied
on to determine emissions, the cost of those extra reductions would be over $20,000 per
ton. A proposed emissions control rule that selected a technology for reducing emissions
directly that had a much greater marginal cost per ton of SO2 or NOx removed than
another approach would not survive meaningful review. Yet requiring smaller units to
use CEMs rather than alternative approaches has exactly this effect, even if we assume
they would actually use CEMs.
We suggest that EPA make two changes to correct these problems.

1

In addition, sources that have already installed Part 60 CEMs for other reasons can calculate NOx
emissions using F-factor information and fuel usage. However, Part 60 CEMs, like Part 75 CEMs, are too
expensive to be imposed as a new requirement on opt-in sources.

First, EPA should make clear that controls on small units need not be assumed
when calculating the baseline for a BART trading program. We believe that EPA should
allow States to assume that individual units with annual emissions less than EPAYsde
minimis levels would not be controlled.
Second, to the extent a State does include smaller units in a BART trading
program, use of CEMS should not be required for the reasons given above.
The American Forest & Paper Association appreciates the opportunity to submit
these comments. If you wish to contact me with any questions, I may be reached at (202)
463-2588 or tim hunt@,afandpa.org.

Sincerely,

Tim Hunt
Senior Director, Air Quality Programs
American Forest & Paper Association
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